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This invention relates to brushes of the type 
in which the bristles are formed from tough Syn 
thetic fibre such as polyamide filaments and sim 
ilar thermo-plastic synthetic materials, and pro 
vides an improved method and apparatus for im 
parting a satisfactory finish to the bristles of 
Such a brush. 
In the manufacture of brushes of this type, it 

is important if a neatly finished article is to be 
obtained to remove, in a finishing step, any sharp 
angles, splinters and/or burrs that may remain 
at the free ends of the bristles as a result of 
the cutting operation. 

It has already been suggested to round off the 
free ends of each bristle in a brush provided 
with bristles made of a thermoplastic synthetic 
material by cutting the bristles to a blunt form, 
or alternatively to subject the bristles to an 
abrading operation. 

It is a general object of this invention to im 
part an improved finish to the ends of the bristles 
in a brush of the type described in a more simple 
and efficient manner than heretofore possible. 
Another object is to provide Such a finish 

without incurring any loss of the bristle mate 
rial, as occurs when using a cutting or an abrad 
ing process for a similar purpose. 
A further object is to provide a method of 

rounding off and polishing the ends of thermo 
plastic bristles in a single quick operation. 
And another object is to provide such a method 

which makes use of the inherent thermo-plas 
ticity of the bristle material. 
Another object is to provide comparatively 

simple apparatus for imparting a highly Satis 
factory rounded and polished finish to the bristle 
ends of Such a brush, and One which is capable 
of ready adjustment for controlling within rea 
sonable limits the shape imparted to the bristle 
ends, and for making it possible to handle vari 
OuS sizes and Shapes of brushes, 
With the above and further objects in view, 

the invention essentially provides a method of 
simultaneously rounding off and polishing the 
free ends of bristles made of a thermo-plastic 
material which comprises subjecting the end 
portions of Said aristles as mounted on the brush 
to the action of finely polished rounded elements 
having a high rate of relative motion with re 
Spect to said bristles, thus locally to generate 
at the ends of the bristles an amount of heat 
sufficient to cause a softening of the material 
thereof and at the same time to exert a form 
ing action on the softened material adapted to 
-round off and polish the ends of said bristles. 
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While the method of the invention may be used 

to polish the ends of bristles previously rounded 
off, it will be of greatest value when applied di 
rectly after the curing operation, inasmuch as 
it is self-sufficient and makes it possible to round 
off and polish the end of each bristle, removing 
all sharp edges and any loose particles or fibres 
that may and usually do occur at the ends of 
the fibres. 

It is emphasized that the method as just de 
fined is entirely distinct from an abrading proc 
ess, in that the action of the rapidly moving 
elements in contact with the bristle ends is not 
to strip or chip of particles of the bristle mate 
rial by friction but rather to exert a hammering 
and rubbing action thereon effective first to gen 
erate sufficient heat to bring the thermo-plas 
tic material to its softening point, and then con 
tinue to exert such hammering and/or rubbing 
action to form the softened material to a round 
ed shape and at the same time polish the round 
ed ends thus obtained. Thus it will be seen that 
the method of the invention, contrarily to what 
would be true in the case of an abrading proc 
eSS, does not result in any waste of thermo-plas 
tic material undergoing treatment. It will also 
be seen that this method makes use of the in 
herent thermo-plasticity of the material being 
treated. 
The invention further provides apparatus for 

carrying the above-defined method into prac 
tice. This apparatus essentially comprises a ro 
tary tool or support carrying a set of shaping 
elements made of a hard material, finely pol 
ished and having rounded ends, so disposed on 
said rotary support that their rounded and pol 
ished ends will lie on a surface of revolution 
having as a generatrix curve the cross-sectional 
contour of the brush to be treated, means for 
imparting a rapid rotation to said Support and 
means for applying the free bristle surface of 
the brush against the surface generated by the 
rotation of the ends of the elements. 

Preferably said shaping elements comprise pins 
of hardened polished steel provided with round 
ed ends substantially semi-spherical or parabo 
loidal in shape. The rotary support may desir 
ably be formed as a disc, and the tool-support 
ing surface of this disc may be flat in the case 
flat brushes are to be treated, concave where 
the brushes are convex and vice versa. The pins 
are in any case arranged in a uniformly Spaced 
array over an annular area of the disc adjacent 
to the periphery thereof and having a radial 
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extent no smaller than the length of the bristle 
surface to be treated. 
While according to a preferred embodiment of 

the invention the tool elements used comprise 
rounded pins, as just described, in order to exert 
a more penetrating action and to act in the man 
ner of comb teeth on the bristles of the brush, 
tool elements in the form of radially-extending 
upstanding ribs or blades, having rounded top 
edges may be used, or further milled projections 
formed with rounded and polished edges, 
A rapid movement of rotation is imparted to 

the tool assembly and the brush to be finished is 
pressed thereagainst in such a way that the 
bristles will be subjected to the action of the 
polished blunt elements. This simultaneously 
produces the following effects: 

(1) A local temperature elevation due to the 
impacts and friction of the tool elements against 
the bristle ends, raising the temperature of the 
latter to the softening point of their constituent 
thermo-plastic material; ... ' -- - 

(2) A hammering forming action, similar to a 
forging effect, of the Softened material by the 
blunt tips of the tool elements; and 

(3) A polishing action, the flexible softened tips 
of the bristles being Smoothed down by the 
polished surface of the tool elements. 
The above-noted effects are exerted along a 

preferential direction, that corresponding to the 
direction of rotation of the tool assembly. In 
order to secure optimum results and a regular 
distribution of the forming effect all around the 
periphery of each bristle end, the brush is pref 
erably caused to revolve during the treatment at 
a slow rate about an axis preferably extending 
through the centre of and normal to the bristle 
Surface, providing of course that the surface of 
the brush is of such shape as to allow of such 
rotation. 
Where the brush Surface is so shaped that it 

may not be so revolved without disengagement 
between the active Surface of the tool assembly 
and the bristle surface of the brush, the tool is 
preferably caused to act successively in at least 
two opposite directions, the direction of rotation 
of the tool assembly being reversed; still more 
preferably, the action of the tool is successively 
applied in four directions; for this purpose at 
least two tool assemblies may be used operating 
in concurrent directions and each successively 
rotated in reverse directions. 
Some exemplary embodiments of the invention 

will now be described for purposes of indication 
and not of limitation, with reference to the ac 
companying diagrammatic drawings in which: 

Fig. 1 is a vertical Section, in diagrammatic 
form, Of One embodiment of a device according to 
the invention, the brush and the Supporting 
means therefor being shown in elevation, 

Fig. 2 is half an overhead plan view of a first 
embodiment of the rounding and polishing tool 
assembly, only part of the blunt pins thereof 
being shown, 

Fig. 3 is a vertical section on an enlarged scale 
of a fragment of the tool assembly shown in Figs. 
1 and 2 illustrating in greater detail the shape 
and arrangement of the pins, 

Fig. 4 is an axial section of a form of tool as 
sembly usable in connection with a flat brush, 

Figs. 5 and 6 are similar views of tool assimblies 
usable respectively where concave and convex 
brushes are to be treated, 

Fig. 7 is a similar view of an alternative form . 
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4. 
of tool assembly more specifically for a concave 
brush, 

Fig. 8 is half an overhead view of the tool 
assembly of Fig. 7, and 

Figs. 9 and 10 are enlarged fragmentary views 
of different shapes that may be imparted to the 
tips of the individual bristles when using the 
method of the invention. 
In the exemplary embodiment shown in Fig. 1, 

an improved bristle finishing device designed for 
use with a brush of concave form comprises a 
tool-supporting member consisting of a disc 
having a convex spherical upper Surface a in a 
peripheral annular zone of the disc integral or 
rigidly connected with a shaft 2 the centre axis 
6 of which extends through the centre of the 
sphere of which the surface a forms part. The 
shaft is supported in bearings 3 and is adapted to 
have a rapid rotation imparted to it from any 
Suitable drive means not shown. 
Upon the annular spherical zone, a which ex 

tends adjacent to the periphery of the disc 
over a radial extent not smaller than the length 
of the brush to be treated, a multiplicity of cylin 
drical pins 4 are fitted normally to the surface 
of the Surface fd, and are formed With tips 5 of 
generally spherical or paraboloidal form. The 
pins are made of a hard grade of steel, carefully 
heat-treated and polished and are disposed in a 
regular pattern, as shown in Fig. 2, the free spac 
ing between adjacent pins being substantially 
equal to about twice the diameter of each pin. 
During rotation of the tool aSSembly thus formed, 
the pins are caused to project no more than a 
few millimeters deep in between the bristles of 
the brush; accordingly the pins may be made 
quite short, say about 6 to 8 mm. long, so as not 
to be subjected to Substantial bending Strains in 
operation and to act upon the bristles to be treated 
in the manner of a comb. The surface a is de 
termined with due consideration to the length 
of the pins 4, in such a way that the tips 5 of 
the pins will lie over a spherical zone generated 
by rotation of the cross-sectional contour of the 
brush about the axis 6. 
A suitable clamping member 7 for holding th 

brush 8 during the finishing operation is secured 
to one end of a shaft 9 supported in bearings O, 
So disposed that the centre axis of the shaft 
will extend through the centre of the sphere of 
which the surface a forms a part. Any suitable 
means such as an operating crank 2 are pro 
vided to enable a slow rotation to be imparted 
to the brush-holder 7 with the brush 8 therein 
about the axis during operation of the tool. 
The shaft 9 is mounted in the bearings O in 
Such a manner as to allow Some amount of axial 
displacement of the shaft in said bearings. 
The above-described apparatus operates as fol 

lows: The crank handle 2 is rotated back to 
raise the brush holder 7 and the brush 8 to be 
treated is clamped in the holder . Then the 
tool-support f is set into rapid rotation, if sta 
tionary. By way of indication, a rate of 5,000 
R. P. M. or so has been found satisfactory in 
the case of a tool support in which the annular 
pin-supporting area has a mean diameter of 150 
mm. The crank-handle 2 is actuated to lower 
the bristle surface of the brush 8 into engagement 
with the ends of the pins 4 and cause said pins 
to penetrate by a few millimeters in between the 
bristles. Still maintaining pressure on the crank 
2, a slow rotary motion is imparted to it in 

order to cause the brush to describe at least one 
complete revolution, while in engagement with 
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the pins. The degree to which the pins project 
into the bristles may be adjusted preliminarily 
through the use of any suitable known device 
adapted to limit the axial displacement. of the 
shaft 9, said adjustment being so made, as to 
allow the pins & to reach the shortest bristles 
Of the brush. 
At any given instant the absolute velocity of 

the point of contact of a pin with the end of a 
bristle may be split into a component normal to 
the common tangent plane to both surfaces at 
that point and a component lying in said tan 
gent plane. The normal component. exerts a 
hammering action effective to form the bristle 
ends, while the tangential component produces a 
polishing or smoothing effect, and both these 
components act simultaneously to raise locally 
the temperature of the thermoplastic to its soften 
ing point. 

It may easily be understood that the particu 
lar form of the pin tips, and especially the depth 
to which these pins exert an effective action. With 
respect to the bristle tips, may alter in a sub 
stantial manner the final shape imparted to the 
tip of each bristle. Thus, if the pins are large 
and their effective depth of penetration small, 
the bristle will tend to assume a blunt, flat shape 
shown in Fig. 9. Where. On the other hand the 
pins are Small and their depth of penetration 
great, then the bristle will tend to assume a com 
paratively tapered form as shown in Fig. 10. 
In practice, excellent results have been ob 

tained with the use of a tool assembly fitted with 
pins 2.5 mm. in diameter spaced 6 mm. between 
centres, so as to project about 8 mm. above the 
surface of the tool support, and the brush-holder 
being so adjusted that the pins will penetrate to 
a depth of about 2 or 3 mm. beyond the bristle 
Surface. 

It is clear that in order to obtain a satisfac 
tory finish, it is necessary that all the bristles 
of the brush receive uniform treatment, and this 
requires that discs of appropriate profile. be used. 
In the case of brushes flat in cross-sectional con 
figuration, a disc of the type shown in Fig. 4 
may be used, wherein the tips 5 of the pins, all 
of equal height, lie in a common plane at right 
angles to the axis. 6. In this case, the shaft, 9 
Would be mounted parallel to the shaft 2. If the 
brush to be treated instead of having a concave 
configuration in cross-section, as previously de 
Scribed in connection with Fig. 1, is convex in 
shape, then instead of the tool-supporting disc 
illustrated in Figs. 1 and 5, a disc similar to that 
shown in Fig. 6 would he used, in which the pin 
supporting surface a is concave, and so designed 
that the tips 5 of the pins will lie on a spherical 
zone complementary in contour to that of the 
brush cross-section. 
In the event the tips of the bristles do not all 

lie on a common surface, some of said bristles 
being shorter than others, then it may be found 
desirable, in order to round off the ends of all of 
the bristles uniformly without imparting an ex 
cessively long taper to the longer bristles, to 
arrange the pins 4 on the tool-support in Such 
a way that the tips of said pins, will lie on two 
parallel surfaces spaced by about 1 to 1.5 mm. 
from each other. With this arrangement, some 
of the pins, namely the longer ones, Will pene 
trate to a greater depth into the body of bristles, 
thus to act upon the shorter bristles therein, 
while the longer bristles will be formed by the 
shorter pins. 
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Tool elements other than the pins so far de 

Scribed may be used to perform the specific Sof 
tening, forming and smoothing actions of the 
invention. While pins have generally been found 
to afford best result, especially in that they act 
On a greater peripheral area of the bristle tip, 
the forming elements may for instance be pro 
Vided in the form of upstanding blades having a 
rounded top edge. Thus Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate 
in elevation and plan respectively a tool assem 
bly according to the invention which comprises a 
disc rigid with its shaft 2 driven in rotation by 
any Suitable means, said disc having secured 
thereon by any suitable means radially-extending 
upstanding blade elements 3 normal to the sur 
face of the disc and provided with a rounded 
active top edge 3a. The blades are arranged 
in a peripheral annular array and their active 
top edges are accurately complementary to the 
contour of the brush to be treated. 
As a further aitel'native for the pins 4 and 

blades f3, the forming elements may be pro 
vided in the form of projections obtained by 
milling a Suitable Supporting surface, the ends 
of Said projections being rounded and then care 
fully polished. Any other suitable means may 
of course be used, within the scope of the in 
vention, to provide the requisite forming pro 
jections on a rapidly moving surface substan 
tially reproducing the contour of the brush to 
be treated as seen in the direction of displace 
ment of Said surface. 

In the case of brushes having a sinuous con 
tour, it is clearly impossible to impart to the 
brush a complete revolution about an axis paral 
lel to the general direction of the bristle without 
the active surface of the tool assembly disen 
gaging the bristle surface. In such cases, the 
method of the invention will be applied in a 
plurality of Successive steps, the tool being first 
rotated in one direction then in the opposite 
direction to cause the pins to act at least in 
two different directions on each bristle. The 
rounded form of the bristle tips will in such 
a case be considerably improved if use is made 
of two tools acting in directions substantially 
at right angles to each other and each suc 
cessively driven in two reverse directions, there 
by obtaining four different directions for the 
action of the tools on the bristles. 

It should also be understood that the tool ele 
ments such as the pins, blades or projections 
described, may be provided on a supporting Sur 
face other than a disc, for instance on a cyl 
inder or other surface of revolution. More 
Specifically, in the case of brushes having a 
sinuous cross-sectional contour, good results will 
be obtained by first using a disc provided with 
pins acting on the bristles transversely of the 
brush, and then using a cylinder provided with 
pins or blades acting on the bristles in a lon 
gitudinal direction. 
Many other modifications can of course be 

made in the specific details of structure and 
5 procedure described, illustrated and/or men 
tioned herein without exceeding the scope of 
the invention. Thus, the manual operating 
crank-handle 2 may be replaced by an auto 
matic device being adapted to bring the brush 
into engagement with the tool assembly and 
then impart to the brush a complete revolution 
while maintaining it in engagement therewith, 
and finally to disengage the brush after one or 
more: revolutions of the brush have been made. 
What claim is: 
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1. Method of finishing the tips of thermo 
pastic fibre bristles on a brush Which comprises 
Subjecting said bristle-tips over a predetermined 
length thereof to contact with a plurality of 
hard blunt polished Surfaces and imparting a 
rapid relative displacement between Said Sur 
faces and said bristies in a direction generally 
normal to said bristles at a rate sufficient to 
raise locally the temperature of Said bristle-tips 
Substantially to the softening point of Said 
therno-plastic fibre. 

2. Method of finishing the tips of thermo 
plastic fibre bristles on a brush which comprises 
subjecting said bristle-tips to contact with 3, 
plurality of hard blunt polished Surfaces, in 
parting a rapid relative displacement betWeen 
Said Suifaces and Said bristles on a Surface gen 
erally normal to said bristles at a rate Sufficient 
to raise locally the bristle-tip temperature to 
softening point, and concurrently imparting to 
said brush a slower bodily rotation about an 
axis parallel to the general direction of its said 
bristles to produce a uniform finishing action 
around each bristle. 

3. Method of finishing the tips of thermo 
plastic fibre bristles on a brush having an ar 
cuate CrOSS-Sectional bristle contour, Which 
comprises subjecting said bristle-tips to contact 
With a plurality of hard blunt poished Surfaces, 
imparting a rapid relative displacement to said 
surfaces With respect to Said bristles in a first 
direction generally normal to said bristles, then 
reversing said relative displacement, the rate of 
said displacement being sufficiently high to raise 
the bristle-tip temperature substantially to 
SOftening point. 

4. Method of finishing the tips of therno 
plastic fibre bristles on a brush. Which comprises 
Subjecting Said bristle-tips to contact With a 
plurality of hard blunt polished Surfaces and 
imparting rapid relative displacements to said 
Surfaces with respect to Said bristles On a Sur 
face generally normal to said bristles in a plu 
rality of Successive directions, the rates of all 
Said relative displacements being high enough 
to locally raise the bristle-tip temperature to 
Softening point. 

5. Method of rounding off and polishing the 
bristle-tips on a brush provided with thermo 
plastic bristles, which comprises Subjecting a 
predetermined length of Said bristle-tips to con 
tact with a plurality of hard blunt highly 
polished Surfaces and in parting a relative dis 
placement at a tangential rate of about 40 metres 
per Second to said surfaces with respect to said 
bristies, whereby the bristle-tips are brought 
to a Softening temperature and are simultane 
ously formed to a blunt shape and Snoothed 
by Said Surfaces. 

6. Device for finishing the thermo-plastic 
bristle-tips on a brush of the type described, 
Which coin prises in combination a tool Support 
mounted for rotation, means imparting to said 
Support a rapid rotation about an axis, tool 
elementS mounted on said Support and present 
iing a ruitiplicity of hard blunt polished pro 
jecting Surfaces lying on an envelope surface 
of revolution having as a generatrix a croSS 
Sectional contour of said brush, and means for 
holding Said brush With its bristie tips in en 
gagement With Said Surfaces. 

7. Device as in claim 6 wherein said tool ele 
ments comprise cylindrical pins made of hardened 
steel with polished blunted ends of sufficient di 
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8 
ameter relatively to their free height to be sub 
jected to no appreciable bending in operation. 

8. Device as in claim 7 wherein the spacing 
between adjacent pins is in a range at from about 
Once to twice the diameter of each pin. 

9. Device as in claim 8 wherein the tips of said 
pins have a substantially hemi-spherical contour. 

10. In a device for finishing thermo-plastic 
bristle-tips on a brush, a rotary support and 
means for imparting rapid rotation thereto said 
support including an annular Surface centred on 
the axis of rotation, a plurality of elements 
mounted on said annular surface and having hard 
blunt Smooth surfaces projecting therefrom the 
tops of said Surfaces describing in the rotation of 
Said Support a Surface of revolution having a 
generatrix corresponding to a cross-sectional con 
figuration of Said brush, and means for holding 
said brush over Said Surface with its bristle-tips 
engaged over a predetermined end length thereof 
against said projecting Surfaces. 

11. Device as in claim 9 wherein said elements 
comprise angularly-spaced radially-extending 
blades upstanding on Said Support and formed 
with a blunt polished top edge formed to said 
Cross-sectional configuration, 

12. In a device for finishing thermo-plastic 
bristle-tips on a brush, a rotary support and 
means for imparting rapid rotation thereto said 
Support including an annular Surface centred on 
the axis of rotation, a plurality of hard blunt 
polished pins upstanding from Said annular Sur 
face, means for holding said brush above Said 
surface with its bristle-tips engaging said pins, 
and means for slowly rotating said brush with its 
bristles thus engaged, about an axis generally 
parallel to said bristles. 

13. In a device as in claim 12, means for raising 
and lowering said brush-holding means relatively 
to said pins and means for positively restricting 
the depth of engagement of Said bristles there 
with. 

14. In a device for finishing thermo-plastic 
bristle-tips. On a brush having a part spherical 
bristled Surface, a rotary support including a 
part-spherical annular peripheral Surface com 
plementary to said bristed surface centred on 
the axis of rotation of said Support, hard blunt 
polished pins all equal in height upstanding from 
said annular Surface, means for holding said 
brush with its bristles engaged over a predeter 
mined depth. On Said pins With the normal to said 
bristled surface through the centre thereof ex 
tending Substantially through the centre of said 
part-spherical annular Surface, and means for 
imparting a slow rotation to said brush about 
said normal. 

15. Device as in claim 14 for use with a concave 
brush wherein said annular surface is comple 
mentarily convex, 

16. Device as in claim 14 for use with a convex 
brush. Wherein Said annular surface is comple 
mentarily concave. 

17. In a device for finishing thermo-plastic 
bristles on a brush cylindrical support, means for 
imparting rapid rotation to said support about its 
cylinder axis, a multiplicity of hard blunt polished 
Surfaces projecting radially from said cylindrical 
Support, and means for holding a brush with its 
bristles engaging said Surfaces over a predeter 
mined depth. 

18. In a device for finishing thermo-plastic 
bristles on a brush a rotary tooi and means for 
imparting rapid rotation thereto about its axis, 
said tool being formed with hard blunt polished 
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projecting surfaces lying generally on a surface 
of revolution having as a generatrix a CrOSS 
Sectional contOur of said brush, and means for 
holding said brush with its bristles in engagement 
over a predetermined depth with said surfaces. 

19. In a device for finishing thermo-plastic 
bristles On a brush having bristles of more than 
one length, rotary means and means for impart 
ing rotation thereto, and a plurality of hard blunt 
polished surfaces projecting from Said rotary 
means and having more than one length, the 
ends of said projecting Surfaces all lying in the 
vicinity of a mean surface of revolution corre 
sponding to the mean cross-sectional contour of 
said brush, and means for holding Said brush 
with its bristles engaging said projecting Surfaces 
in a relative position thereto such that the shorter 
projections will engage the longer bristles and 
that the longer projections will engage the 
Shorter bristles. 

10 

O 
20. In a device for finishing thermo-plastic 

bristle-tips on a brush a rotary means, means 
for imparting rapid rotation thereto, a plurality 
of hard blunt projections on said rotary means 
lying in a general plane corresponding with the 
CrOSS-Sectional configuration of the brush, brush 
holding means adapted to hold said brush with 
its bristles in engagement over a predetermined 
depth. With Said projections, a Shaft secured to 
Said brush-holder means normally to the general 
surface of the brush, means Supporting said shaft 
for rotation and limited axial displacement, 
manual means for rotating and axially displacing 
said shaft and means positively restricting the 
axial displacement of Said Shaft to restrict the 
depth of engagement of said bristles with said 
projections. 
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